SIT/Title One Team
September 13, 2017
Attendance: Ashley Arndt, Kristen Fernetti, Rachel Fulbright, Lynn Evans, Kelly Jarvis, Shane
Whitener, Tara Ramsey
concerns were on the list.
-Concerns-Is there anyway to stop people from walking their child to the room every day?
 Solution-Phone tree message by Hager about Kiss and Go policy and car riders are to be
dropped off on the side of the building
Maybe send kids through gym to classes so that hall door stays shut.
Re-elect Chairperson, co-chair, secretary
Chair-Ashley Arndt
Co-Chair-Tara Ramsey
Secretary-Jarvis
16-17 Data  (SPG-School Performance Growth)
13-14  D  SPG 52  Did not meet
14-15  C   SPG  59  Exceeded +2.5
15-16  C   SPG  59  Met           -1.02
16-17  C   SPG   61  Met
  -0.33
Shuford and South both exceeded growth.
Science-growth scores looked good.
Math- Got better in 4th grade and 5th grade.  3rd grade math with growth scores were good as
well.
4th grade-lowest areas need more work
5th grade grew all areas in math
Reading-3rd grade was good, 4th and 5th took a dip.
3rd grade- grew all areas, need work in low mid and mid high areas.
4th grade- all levels met growth
5th grade- this year more accountability for AR, Guided reading, more reading time during Math
 What can we do to help support reading?
-strategic with how we dig into deficients
-lexile levels for guided reading
-leveling guided reading books based on lexiles
Solutions for technology-Jordan created a page for each device and how to log-in so you can
make a poster to hang near the devices.

Goal TeamsMTSS: Ramsey/Arndt
Extended Learning Time: Fernetti/Jarvis
Communication: Dragstrem/Fulbright
Parenting Classes: Emily/Brown
Instructional Core: Hager/Evans
CATCH:Whitener, Patton, Goble, Botero, Trivette, Hewitt, Hoke, Y, Arney
We will vote on the SIP plan for the 17-18 year next Wednesday, September 20th.
Ashley will create a google form for staff to complete for Goal team sign ups.
Electronic Portfolios for students? Are they allowed, how  do we keep them?

